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ROD’s Role in Regulating Microtubule-Kinetochore Attachments in Female Drosophila Meiosis 

Background

• Meiosis is the process of cell division occurring in sexually-
reproducing eukaryotes which results in gametes with half the 
number of chromosomes

• Errors (chromosome nondisjunction) can result in infertility, 
miscarriages, and genetic disorders such as Down syndrome (Fig. 1)

• The ROD-ZW10-ZWILCH (RZZ) complex is an outer kinetochore 
protein involved with the spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC) (Fig. 2)1

• The SAC ensures chromosomes don’t separate until the spindle is 
correctly attached to the kinetochores

• The RZZ complex is involved with the expansion of the outer domain 
(fibrous corona) of the kinetochore, which facilitates microtubule 
attachments and enhances SAC signaling1

• In mitosis, the RZZ complex also promotes correct bi-orientation by 
regulating the transition from lateral to end-on attachments (Fig. 3)2

• Lateral attachments require the kinetochore protein SPC105R and 
end-on attachments require the kinetochore protein NDC803

ROD-depleted cells have greater instances of nondisjunction 
and karyosome abnormalities 

A. Karyosome (condensed DNA) is 
intact, all 3 chromosomes are bi-
oriented

B. Karyosome is intact; all 3 
chromosomes are mono-oriented

C. Karyosome is split; all 3 
chromosomes are mono-oriented

2

RZZ recruitment to the kinetochores is mediated by SPC105R

RZZ’s role in maintaining lateral attachments 

RZZ expands in the absence of spindle-kinetochore attachments 

Future Direction: Exploring RZZ regulation in meiotic cells References

Future Experiments
• Perform additional colchicine treatments on 

Spc105R RNAi oocytes to quantify ROD-GFP 
localization 

• Observe ROD-GFP localization and behavior 
in the absence of other kinetochore 
proteins, such as Chromosome Bows

• Determine if RZZ is necessary for expansion 
by observing MPS1-GFP (another protein 
which expands in colchicine) in a Rod RNAi 
background

• SPC105R is an inner kinetochore protein containing at least four domains: 
N-terminal domain, MELT repeats, PIEED repeats, and C-terminal domain

• The MELT repeats, PIEED repeats, and C-terminus interact with various 
kinetochore and checkpoint proteins

Future Experiments
• Observe ROD-GFP localization and behavior in other Spc105R

mutant cells: a deletion of the N-terminus and a deletion of all the 
domains except the C-terminus

• Perform additional experiments to confirm reduced ROD-GFP 
recruitment in Spc105R with a deletion of the PIEED repeats 

Future Experiments
Identify types of attachments in oocytes where the RZZ complex does not stream off of the kinetochores in these candidates to determine if persistent 
RZZ at kinetochores prevents end-on attachments:
• Spindly RNAi and Spindly with a Spindly Box deletion: Spindly recruits Dynein, a motor protein which strips RZZ off the kinetochores in mitotic cells4

• NudE RNAi: NudE is a Dynein regulator5

• Zwilch mutant where E433 and E437 are substituted by alanine: no Spindly or Dynein localization6

• Increased mono-orientation in 
ROD-depleted oocytes 
suggests ROD helps promote 
accurate bi-orientation

• Increased split karyosomes 
indicates precocious anaphase 
and supports ROD’s role in the 
SAC

A. ROD-GFP expands around the karyosome in the absence of all spindle
B. Slight expansion in the absence of some spindle due to persisting end-on attachments 
C. Greatly reduced ROD-GFP localization in Spc105R RNAi oocytes, but more localization 

than in untreated oocytes
D. ROD-GFP mainly localized to kinetochores with little to no expansion in NDC80-

depleted oocytes, suggesting communication between NDC80 and ROD 

• Oocytes were treated with colchicine, a drug which destabilizes microtubules
• 1 hour treatment removes nearly all microtubules
• 20 minute treatment removes all microtubules except the spindle interacting 

with kinetochores via end-on or lateral attachments  

A. ROD streams normally off the kinetochores in wild-type oocytes
B. ROD localization is severely decreased in SPC105R-depleted 

oocytes
C. ROD localization is reduced in oocytes with a PIEED deletion 

Proposed model in mitotic cells: 
• Early in mitosis, Polo 

phosphorylation of Spindly 
prevents Spindly-ZWILCH 
interactions and Dynein-
mediated RZZ removal

• Later in mitosis, reduced Polo 
kinase activity and increased 
phosphatase activity allows for 
Spindly-ZWILCH interactions and 

RZZ removal7

Future Experiments
To determine if Polo and Spindly regulate RZZ removal in meiosis, quantify ROD-GFP streaming in 
• Spindly phosphomimetic mutant
• Polo RNAi 

A. Wild-type oocytes have end-on attachments 
B. End-on attachments still persist in Rod RNAi oocytes, indicating that 

ROD is not needed to make end-on attachments
C. Only lateral attachments are present in Ndc80 RNAi, indicating that 

NDC80 is necessary to make end-on attachments
D. Lateral attachments still persist in Rod and Ndc80 RNAi oocytes, 

suggesting that ROD is not necessary for making lateral attachments 
but may have a role in maintaining lateral attachments or regulating 
the transition from lateral to end-on attachments

• Protein Phosphatase 1 RNAi
• Protein Phosphatase 2A RNAi

Figure 3. Lateral attachments (light green microtubules interacting with red 
kinetochores) converting to end-on attachments (dark green microtubules interacting 
with white kinetochores)3
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Figure 1. Chromosome nondisjunction 
during meiosis I

The UAS-GAL4 system is used to knock down proteins

• The UAS-shRNA transgene, which codes for the shRNA that 
targets the mRNA of interest and marks it for degradation, 
requires the transcription factor GAL4

• GAL4 binds to the UAS promoter, initiating transcription 
• The driver used to transcribe GAL4 can have tissue specificity
• Expression of the shRNA is ovary-specific in this project

Parent Fly 1 (♀): matα–GAL4 ⊗ Parent Fly 2 (♂): UAS–shRNA

matα GAL4 UAS shRNA

GAL4

Doesn’t express shRNA Doesn’t express shRNA

Offspring
Expresses shRNA

A. In wild-type oocytes, ROD-GFP streams off 
the kinetochores along the microtubules

B. No ROD-GFP visible in Rod RNAi oocytes

Scale bars are 5µm

Figure 2. RZZ is an outer kinetochore 
component which interacts with Spindly 
and the Knl1-Mis12-Ndc80 (KMN) network 
in human cells1
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• Quantification of centromere to microtubule distance 
confirms that lateral or end-on attachments exist in Rod
RNAi, Ndc80 RNAi, and Rod RNAi + Ndc80 RNAi oocytes 
but not as frequently in Spc105R RNAi oocytes


